AN URGENT CALL TO ACTION
ALBANY MAY 15TH 2012
RALLY 4:30-6:00 PM WEST CAPITOL LAWN
CONCERT 7:00 PM THE EGG EMPIRE STATE PLAZA

NEW YORKERS AGAINST FRACKING

ART BY WILL SWEENEY

MARK RUFFALO • MELISSA LEO • CITIZEN COPE
MEDESKI MARTIN + WOOD • NATALIE MERCHANT
TRACY BONHAM • JOAN OSBORNE • THE HORSE FLIES
TOSHI REAGON • TAMAR-KALI • CARL HANCOCK RUX
THE AHKWESEASNE WOMEN SINGERS • DAN ZANES
MESHELL NDEGEOCCELLO • THE FELICE BROTHERS
MARC ANTHONY THOMPSON • IDA • JOHN SEBASTIAN
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